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Leading through Change 
with Emotional Intelligence

Human beings have a complicated 
relationship with change

While change is inevitable, and necessary for growth, it can be deeply uncomfortable,
especially when the situation feels out of your control. Research by Dr. Brené Brown has

highlighted that a key reason people resist change in their life is a fear of irrelevance.
People feel their way through change; and the skills of Emotional Intelligence (EQ) will

help you to grow your Change Readiness and your Change Resilience.   
 

In the Six Seconds model of
Emotional Intelligence (EQ),

there are three (3) pursuits of
EQ - Know Yourself, Choose
Yourself and Give Yourself.

The eight (8) skills taught in
this model will support you to
become more self-aware, and
to grow and practice your EQ.
You can learn more through

the Six Seconds You Tube
channel. 

 

Six Seconds
Now more than ever, the

world is in desperate need
of braver, more emotionally
intelligent leadership. EQ is

both measurable and
learnable, and the hard part
is often knowing how to up

skill and where to start... and
that's exactly why Change

Leadership Online (CLO) was
created! A self-paced online

learning experience. 

CLO
Six Seconds is a global non-

profit organisation dedicated
to supporting the growth of
Emotional Intelligence. Their
best-in-class EQ tools get to

the heart of what drives
performance at work, in

school, and for life. 
The SEI LTC is an assessment
that deepens understanding

of leading ourselves and
others through change.

EQ Profiling

https://www.6seconds.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfyXRTdtPmQ6LEd0AEXm6jA
https://courageousleadershiphub.com.au/change-leadership-online/
https://www.6seconds.org/tools/
https://www.6seconds.org/tools/leading-through-change/
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Think of change as a wave

Grow your self -awareness 

Reach out to an Emotional Intelligence Practitioner to take an

EQ assessment and have a debrief *a powerful snapshot point

in time self-reflection identifying your EQ strengths, and your

opportunities for growth

Invest in an Emotional Intelligence Coaching journey 

The pace of change in the world right now in unprecedented; it's

uncertain, volatile and extremely turbulent. Very much like waves

in one of the large global oceans, pounding the beaches

relentlessly. Never ending!

Thinking of change in this way invites you to think about how you

can possibly ride the many different wave forms? How can you

prepare yourself and your team/organisation?

The answer lies in developing Emotional Intelligence, Change

Readiness and Change Resilience. 

It takes time, energy and patience to craft a surfboard (grow your

EQ), so that you're prepared for change in your life.

Crafting an Emotional Intelligence surfboard involves making a
conscious decision to:

  

Change triggers a threat

response in the human

brain, presenting a

rather large obstacle for

leaders to overcome.

Essentially, leaders have

two (2) choices:

Choice #1: stay stuck in
Change Resistance and
set teams up to fail
Change invites

uncertainty. Uncertainty

breeds fear. Fear leads to

anxiety. Anxiety triggers

hypothesizing.

Hypothesizing creates

chaos. Chaos grows

overwhelm. Overwhelm

heightens distrust. 

Outcome - your
workforce disengages.

Choice #2: grow Change
Resilience and bring
teams on the journey
Change invites

opportunity. Opportunity

breeds excitement.

Excitement leads to

optimism. Optimism

triggers possibility.

Possibility creates

innovation. Innovation

grows connection.

Connection heightens

trust. Outcome - your
workforce engages and
thrives.

Which do you choose?

Change choices?
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